The practical application of knowledge-based systems, such as in expert systems, often requires the maintenance of large amounts of declarative knowledge. As a knowledge base (KB) grows in size and complexity, it becomes more difficult to maintain and extend. Even someone who is familiar with the knowledge domain, how it is represented in the KB, and the actual contents of the current KB may have severe difficulties in updating it. Even if the difficulties can be tolerated, there is a very real danger that inconsistencies and errors may be introduced into the KB through the modification. This paper describes an approach to this problem based on a tool called an interactive Classifier. An interactive classifier uses the contents of the existing KB and knowledge about its representation to help the maintainer describe new KB objects. The interactive classifier will identify the appropriate taxonomic location for the newly described object and add it to the KB. The new object is allowed to be a generalization of existing KB objects, enabling the system to learn more about existing objects.
The system must take care that constraints in the KB, such as those defined via subsumption, are maintained. Thesystem mustdistinguishatleasttwodifferent kinds of reference to a KB object: reference by name and reference by meaning. A reference by name to an object should not be effected if the underlying definition of the object is changed by the editor. If one refers to an object by meaning, however, and later edits the object referred to, then the reference should still refer to the original description. The system must keep track of the origin of the subsumption relationship to distinguish between those explicitly sanctioned by the KB designer and those inferred by the system (e.g., by a classifier). Editors tend to be complex formal systems requiring familiarity with the editor and with the structure and content of the KB being modified. This paper describes another approach to the KB maintenance problem based on a tool called an interactive classifier. This kind of tool is not as general or powerful as a full KBeditorbutavoidsmanyoftheproblemsdescribedabove. The interactive classifier can only be used to make monotonic changes to the KB. New objects can be added to the taxonomyand additional attributescan beadded to objects already in the KB. It does not allow objects to be deleted or their existing attributes changed or overridden.
Although this may sound like a severe restriction, we believe that there are many situations where this is just the kind of KB update that is to be allowed. Consider, for example, the computerconfiguration problem which has been the domain of several recent expert system projects [21] , [14] , [23] . Such a system needs to have an extensive KB describing a large number of computer components and their attributes, including their decomposition and interconnection constraints. An important feature of this domain is that new components are constantly being introduced as the underlying technology advances. Older components still need to be represented in the KB since there are many installations in the field which may still need them. We may, however, want to predicate additional attributes of these older components to distinguish them from newer ones. For example, at some point in time we may add a new laser printer to the line of hardcopy devices. At a later time, we may want to add a new model, a high-speed laser printer. This might involve adding two new objects: one t o r e p resent a generic laser printer with an attribute printing speed and another to represent the new high-speed laser printer. The original laser printer object would be seen as a specialization of the newly created generic laser printer.
Knowledge-based systems often represent declarative knowledge using a set of nodes, corresponding to discrete "concepts" or descriptions, which are partially ordered by a subsumption, or inheritance relation. One concept subsumesanotherifeverythingthatistrueaboutthefirstisalso true about the second. Whenever a new node is added to the knowledge base, either during its initial construction or later maintenance, it must be placed in the appropriate position within the ordering-i.e., all subsumption relationships between the new node and existing nodes must be established. This is called classification because a subsuming node can be considered as a representation of a more abstract category than its subsumees. When the classifier is used directly by a user to add a new node, the user must know the descriptive terms in use in the existing KB and something of its structure in order to create a description which will be accurately classified. If the classifier places the new node in the wrong place, or if the description of the node contains errors or omissions, the user must repeatedly modify the node and redo classification until he is satisfied. The process of adding a node is much more efficient if done interactively, so that immediate feedback based on the contents of the KB is available to the user as each piece of information about the new node is entered.
The rest of this paper describes an interactive classification algorithm, which has been implemented in Prolog. Together with a simple knowledge representation language, this implementation forms a system called KuBIC, for Knowledge Base Interactive Classifier. The system takes a user's initial description of a new node and a (possibly empty) KB and either classifies the node immediately, if enough information has been specified, or determines relevant questions for the user that will help classify it. Thus a user who is familiar with the knowledge base may completely avoid the questionlanswer interaction with KuBIC, and use it onlyas a classifier, while someonewho has never seen the knowledge base before may use the interaction to be presented with just those portions of the KB which are relevant to the classification of the new concept. 
II. THE REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE
In order to explore the underlying ideas of interactive classification, a simple knowledge representation language was chosen. The KB is constrained to be a tree structure, so each node has at most one parent. Nodes have singlevalued attributes which represent components or characteristics that apply to the object or concept described. Values of attributes can be numbers, intervals, symbols, or sets of symbols.The meaning of a setor rangewith multiple values is disjunctive; children of a node with an attribute with multiple values can have any subset or subrange (including single values) of the parent's value. Each node inherits all the attributes of its parent node, but its values can be restrictions of the parent attribute's values. Finally, no procedural attachment is allowed.
The Subsumption Relation: The tree structure of the knowledge base is formed by the partial ordering of its nodes with respect to the subsumption relation. The intended meaning of "Xsubsumes Y" is that whatever is represented by description Y , is also represented by the more general description X. All of X's characteristics are inherited by Y , perhapswith some restriction. Sincethesubsumption relation istransitive, Yalso inherits thecharacteristicsof X's subsumers (i.e., all its ancestors in the tree). In KuBIC, subsumption information is used to achieve economy of description and to localize distinguishing information.
Economy of description is a direct consequence of the inheritance of attributes and attributevalues. Each description is considered to be a virtual description whose attributes are either local to the real description, or inherited from an ancestor. Only the most restricted value of an attribute appears in the attribute of the virtual description, even if the value occurs in an attribute of more than one ancestor description.
Classification is aided by the structure of the knowledge base. In such a taxonomic database, distinguishing information is localized. Once a new description has been determined t o be subsumed by node X, only X ' s subsumees are possible candidates for a more specific subsumer of the new description. The information stored at X's immediate subsumees allows the classifier to select questions which will determine which node is this more specific subsumer.
Ill. INTERACTIVE CLASSIFICATION
The interactive classification process is divided into three phases: acquiring the initial description of the new concept, finding the appropriate parent concept in the existing taxonomy (the most specific subsumer), and finding the appropriate immediate descendants in the existing taxonomy (the most general subsumees).
A. Acquiring the Initial Description
To make the interaction more efficient and minimize the number of questions the user has t o answer, the user is allowed to specify an initial description of the new node. Attributes of the new node can be given, and a subsumer can be stated directly if known. Note that the user can say only that a node subsumes the new node, not that it is the most specific subsumer. If enough information is given, it is possible to classify the new node immediately without any further interaction. If not, KuBlC must determine what attributes to ask about so that classification can be completed.
If the initial description includes an attributewhich is not currently in the KB, then the user is asked to supply certain information about the new attribute. In the simplified representation language used in KuBIC, this information is just the general constraint on possible values that the attribute can take on and a question form that the system can use to ask for a value for this attribute.
B. Establishing the Most Specific Subsumer
Because the characteristics of a node are shared by all its descendants, it is most efficient to search the tree for the new node's most specific subsumer (MSS) in a top-down FININ: INTERACTIVE CLASSIFICATION manner, starting with the root. Two strategies are used to speed the search for the most specific subsumer: classification by attribute profile and classification by exclusion. The first strategy is used to take the partial description of the new KB object the user initially presents and to identify a likely ancestor as low in the taxonomy as possible. The second strategy, classification by exclusion, is used to push the new KB concept lower in the taxonomy, eliciting new information from the user as needed. This second strategy is more basic to the interactive classifier and will be described in detail first.
Classifying Using Exclusion: Classifying by exclusion makes use of the fact that every node (except the root) has exactly one immediate subsumer, or parent. At all times during classification, there is one node which has been verified to be a subsumer of the new node, and is the most specific such node (the current most specific subsumer, or MSS). Only subsumees of this node need be considered as more-specific subsumers. Moreover, at mostoneof the immediate subsumees of this node may be a more-specific subsumer.
Exclusion therefore proceeds by looking for inconsistencies between the current description of the new node and the immediate subsumees of the current MSS. If no subsumees are consistent, the current M S S remains the actual MSS, and classification continues with the search for the new node's subsumees. If only one node is consistent, it must be verified to be a subsumer of the new node. This is done by asking the user, if necessary. If two or more nodes are consistent, attributes must be found to ask the user about which will help exclude as many of them as possible, until less than two nodes remain consistent.
The word "consistent" is a bit inadequate-what is actually meant by "node S is consistent with the new node N" is "node S subsumes the current description of the new node." (Note that this consistency relation i s not symmetric.) Because the new node's description changes during its interactive classification as the user adds new information, it is possible for S to become inconsistent with it. Thus the meaning of the term consistent that we are using is similar to that used in discussionsof nonmonotonic logic W I .
Verifying Subsumption of a Consistent Node: Because the new description is entered interactively, one attribute at a time, it is incomplete during classification. Suppose that there is only one candidate node in the set of consistent children of the current MSS. This is not enough to ensure that the candidate is a more specific subsumer of the new node since the candidate may have additional attributes that the new node does not have. We are assuming, of course, that the user is giving us apartialdescription of the new KB object. If the candidate has additional attributes, we must verify that it indeed subsumes the new node. For each such attribute, the user is presented with its value in thecandidatenodeandisaskedtoconfirm,deny,orrestrict the value as appropriate for the new node (see Fig. 2 ). This is done to ensure that the values of the new node's attributes are restrictions of the values of the candidate's values. Note that the new node may have attributes which the candidate does not have; this does not affect subsumption. If the user does not verify that the single candidate node is a subsumer of the new node, then the current M S S of the new node is established as the final MSS. An example showing a KB fragment which requires such verification is shown in Fig. 1 , and the verification interaction is shown in Fig. 2 . For each node in Fig. 1 , only the attributes which are either defined locally or locally restricted are displayed at that node. The new description, Suhsumer changed from unmoforiredWheeledVehicle to bicycle.
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Fig. 2. Interaction during verification (user's response in
tandemBicycle, has been determined to be subsumed by unmotorizedWheeledVehicle. Since one attribute of tandemBicycle is that it has two wheels, only bicycle is a consistent candidate for a more specific subsumer of tandemBicycle. Before asserting that tandemBicycle is subsumed by bicycle, the user is asked to verify that tandemBicycle also has a cargo attribute whose value is people and has a driveMechanism whose value is a subset of {directDrive, chain}. If the user does not agree,tandemBicycle'sMSS remains unmotorizedWheeledVehicle.
Determining the Next Question: If there are two or more candidate nodes in the set of consistent children of the current MSS, more information aboutthe new node is required to exclude some of them. This is done by selecting an attribute to ask about, getting the answer from the user, and repeating until the set of consistent children has been reduced to zero or one node, or there are no more attributes which will help reduce the set. Two strategies are used to select an attribute to ask about from the set of attributes which apply to the set of consistent children: explicit attribute ranking and maximal restriction.
In our simple representation language, one can attach to a concept a list of some of the concept's attributes which are ranked with respect to their importance in classifying by exclusion. If such a ranking has been defined, then the attributes are selected in the given order. This strategy supercedes the next one, because the ranking contains external information which is not otherwise available to the system. The ranking could be based on numerical weights, but here it is a non-numerical ordering.
If there are no more attributes in the ranked list, the attribute selected to ask about is the one which maximally restricts the set of consistent children, in the worst case. In other words, no matter what answer is given as the value of this attribute, the minimum number of consistent children which are excluded by the answer is greater than or equaltothesameminimumforanyotherrelevantattribute. If more than one attribute is best, one is selected without regard to other considerations.
The above strategies could be augmented by using information about the particular user. Since not all questions need to be asked to perform one classification, questions which the user is more likely to be able t o answer should be asked first. The user's ability t o answer can be decomposed into his or her ability to understand the question, determine an appropriate response, and communicate the response to the system. The user model could be created initially by asking the user several questions intended to establish a stereotype of the user, and refined later as the user answers (or does not answer) questions. Classifying Using Attribute Profiles: The second classification strategy is a heuristic for searching the tree more quickly. Given the operations of determining consistency and asking the userto verify subsumption described above, if a guess could be made about possible subsumers of the new node, it would be a simple matter to verify the subsumption. Agood guess is necessary, however, because the user must get involved in the verification.
The particular heuristic used in KuBlC examines the set of attributes specified by the user in the initial description to try to restrict the possible subsumers of the new node. The heuristic could also be used whenever volunteered information is allowed. It works by picking an attribute of the initialdescription,findingthecommon ancestorof all nodes in the KB which have the attribute, and using this common ancestor as a guess. The guess must be a subsumee (immediate or not) of the current M S S of the new node.
If the user verifies the guess, then it becomes the current M S S and the process continues. The user has been spared from having to answer questions about attributes of concepts which lie between the original M S S and the guess. The deeper the guess in the tree, the more questions avoided. If the user does not verify the guess, perhaps because the attribute has more than one meaning in the current KB, all is not wasted. Questions asked during verification can contribute information to the new node, or, if the attribute in question is not an attribute of the new node, KuBlC knows not to ask the question again. The system can keep guessing, whether a previous guess succeeded or not, until it runs out of attributes, or until the user becomes weary of incorrect guesses.
C. Establishing the Most General Subsumees
The task of classification is half completed once the most specific subsumer of the new node has been established. Finding the most general subsumees (MGSs) is the other half. Fortunately, this half is much less work because of the constraint that the KB form a tree structure.
The only possible candidates for most general subsumeesarechildrenoftheMSSofthenewnode-i.e.,siblings of the new node. (This assumes that the KB is well-constructed, so that the immediate subsumer of each node is its MSS, and then immediate subsumees are its MGSsJThus to find all the MGSs, it is only necessary to check whether the new node is "consistent" with each sibling in turn, and to ask the user toverify that there is no missing information about either node which misled the classifier. Note that by establishing a node as the MGS of the new node, the interactive classifier can implicitlychange the descriptions of the MGS and all its subsumees-nodes which were already in the KB-becausethey inherit new attributes from the new node.
If the subsumption relationship is allowed to define a latticeratherthanatree,thendeterminingtheMGSsismore difficult. A newly entered node may not subsume its siblings, but could subsume some of its sibling's descendants. For example, consider a taxonomy for living things which includes a concept IivingThing with two immediate children: animal and plant. We could use the interactive classifiertoenter a new nodegenderedLivingThingto represent the concept of a IivingThingwith an attribute gender whose values come from the set (male,female}. This concept would initially be an immediate descendant of the concept IivingThing. Neither animal nor plant, however, is a descendant of this new concept, since there are genderless animals and genderless plants. Many of their descendants, however, are subsumed by the new concept genderedLivingThing.
IV. INTERACTIVE CLASSIFICATION IN MORE EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGES
The KuBlC system is limited by the extremely simple nature of the knowledge representation language we have used. Using this simplified language was a conscious research strategy choice. It allowed us to focus on the notion of an interactive classifier in a simple surrounding. The two major shortcomings in KuBIC's representation language are that nodes are organized in a tree rather than a lattice, and that values of attributes must be explicit sets of values or value intervals in thecaseof totally ordered domains such as integers. Neither of these limitations is a serious obstacle to extending the idea of interactive classification to more general representation languages. This section briefly describes some additional work on two experimental interactive classifiers, CHPRL and KLASSIC, as well as a proposal for an extension to a KL-ONE-like language to better support interactive classification. In particular, in HPRL concepts can have any number of immediate ancestors and attributes have a much richer structure. A concept in HPRL is called a frame and consists of a name, a set of immediate ancestors, and a set of slots which correspond to our notion of attributes. In HPRL, a slot has a number of pieces, or facets, of information attached to it. The facets important toclassification includea restriction on the type of values a slot can take on, a restriction of the numberofvaluesitcan have,adescriptionofadefauItvalue for the slot, and (possibly) a set of actual values for the slot. We extended the HPRL language slightly to allow the type information to be expressed in one of two ways-either as a procedure (as was normally the case) or as a reference to another HPRL frame.
The CHPRL classifier [24] takes a newly defined HPRL frame and interactively classifies it. One interesting aspect of this system is its ability to handle exceptions and default values. An exception is a specification of a value or a restriction of a value for a slot which is inconsistent with an inherited value or value restriction. A default value is an annotation on a slot which specifies a value to be used for the slot if one is needed and there are no local or inherited values for the slot. We have addressed the problems of classification of descriptions involving exceptions and defaults because they are an integral part of the HPRL language, unlike languages in the KL-ONE family. The CHPRL classifier handles defaults by treating them as "virtual values." Thus a slot SI with a set of default values D can be subsumed by a slot S2 only if S2 has no values, or has a value restriction which subsumes all the defaults in D and either has no defaults of its own or has a set of defaults which is a superset of D.
It is generally held that exceptions introduce many serious problems in a knowledge representation system, particularlywith those that include automatic classifiers [6]. It is also widely believed that the general notion of an exception is a useful one, especially in representational systems which attempt to model people's representations. Our attempt to combine the notion of automatic classification and exceptions in CHPRL is based on the following ideas:
The classifier never introduces an exception. All exceptions must by explicitly sanctioned by the user. The classifier is not allowed to hypothesize an exception to enable one concept to be subsumed by another. If a user asserts a subsumption relation between two concepts, any inconsistencies that are detected are marked as exceptions. Exceptions are efficiently indexed. All exceptional facts are linked to the general facts that they violate. This allows the classifier to efficiently compare the concept being classified to any "exceptional" concepts when appropriate, without searching the entire knowledge base. Exceptionsareexceptional. It is assumed that the number of exceptions in a knowledge base is "small" relative to the size of the knowledge base. If this is not the case, then it is likely that the KB needs to be redesigned. This assumption ensures thattheclassification process will not bog down in exception checking.
B. The KLASSlC Representation Language
Our second experiment involved building a new representation language with an integral interactive classifier "on top" of HPRL. This language, KLASSIC [Iq, is very similar to KL-ONE in that it has a more formally defined semantics. One frame C1 subsumes another C2 if everything which is true of C1 is necessarily true of C2. In addition, KLASSIC implements some constraints expressed through role value maps [A. Our approach to building KLASSIC was to define the significant components, or units, out of which a description is built (e.g., concept, role, and role value map) as frames in the underlying HPRL representation language. This made it very easy to modify and extend the KLASSIC language. All three classes of units are organized into abstraction hierarchies as well. Thuswe can represent the fact that the role address specifies a relation between people and places and has two immediate subsumees, homeAddress and officeAddress as well as one immediate subsumer, location.
In building an interactive classifier for KLASSIC, we had to address the additional problems of primitive concepts and role subsumption. A primitive concept is a concept which is only partially defined in the KB. Typically, a primitive concept has some necessary attributes specified but lacks a specification of all of the sufficient attributes. Realistic KBs typically contain many primitive concepts (see, for example, There are many primitiveconcepts, however, that should never be considered as potential subsumers of any new user-defined concept. For example, many applications require an object to represent the concept of an integer. Such an object typically functions as a "name" for the concept and is not elaborated in any way (i.e., has no attributes or constraints). it is not anticipated that the user will want to introduce new descriptions which are to be classified as specializations. To prevent the classifier from pestering the user with questions about such basic concepts, we have introduced a new type of primitive concept, a primordial concept. A primordial concept is one whose descendants are fixed.2 No user is allowed to introduce new descendants through classification. The interactive classifier will never consider a primordial concept as a potential subsumer of a newly entered concept unless it is explicitly mentioned in the description.
In KLASSIC, as in most languages in the KL-ONE family, a concept's roles are organized into an abstraction hierarchy just as the concepts themselves are. Since a description of a new concept to be added to the KB is an expression containing both concepts and roles, the classifier must be 'More specifically, the descendants are fixed with respect to the classifier. There may be other ways for new descendants of a primordial concept to be introduced, such as the syntactic recognition of individual integers. able to compute role subsumption as well as object subsumption. The basic idea is that, given a new description, its roles must be classified before classifying the concept itself.
C. Classification and Primitive Concepts
The basic idea behind classification, whether interactive or not, is that given any two conceptdefinitions it is possible todetermineifonesubsumestheother.However,itisoften the case that many concepts we would like to represent do not seem to have precise definitions. To represent such concepts in a KL-ONE knowledge base requires that they be specified as primitiveconcepts[q. Primitiveconcepts may have some information specified for them, but they do not have complete definitions.
Primitive concepts hinder classification since the user must explicitly specify the relationship of new concepts to any primitive concepts in the knowledge base. In real a p plications, the number of primitiveconcepts may comprise over half of the concepts in the knowledge base [16]. A user wishing to enter a concept must manually classify the concept with respect to all known primitive concepts to ensure the concept is placed correctly in the knowledge base. For large knowledge bases this can be both difficult and errorprone.
We are exploring an extension to languages like KL-ONE which reduces the burden on the user when adding new concepts to a knowledge base while maintaining the soundness of the knowledge representation language. This extension consists of adding an explicit definitional component to concepts in the knowledge base. Within this component the strictness of concept definitions is itself relaxed. The benefits of this modification are threefold:
Therelaxedformofdefinitionswill reducethenumber of primitive concepts in a knowledge base. The explicit definitional component can be used by the classifier with concepts that do not have complete definitions. The definitional component improves the utility of an interactive classification.
Providing an Explicit Definitional Component: We are designing a representation language which can be seen as an extension to a KL-ONE-like language which permits an explicit definitional component for each concept. This definitional component has the form
The Ni are necessary conditions for something being an X. The Di-terms3 represent disjunctions of sets of contingent conditions (i.e., non-necessary conditions) and have the form The S-terms consist of conjunctions of contingent conditions or C-terms. An N-term or C-term may be either a simple term or a reference to another concept's d e f i n i t i~n .~ A simple term is akin to a role and its value restriction in KL-ONE. Our notation also allows for a negated simple term, whether it is a necessary or contingent attribute. Finally, a D-term can be a covering disjunction for the concept it defines. Additional details are given in [16].
Consider the following hypothetical example of the definition of a concept X: AN,AN3A((C,AC~)V(~ClAC3) ).
In this case N,, N2, and N3 are necessary conditions for X.
In addition to these conditions C,, C, , and C, play a role in the definition of X, but are not in themselves necessary. In fact (together with N,, N2, and N3), the clauses (ClAC2) and (1 C,AcJ form two sets of sufficient conditions for being an X.
Ramifications for Interactive Classification: The proposed extension makes it much easier for the classifier to determine subsumption on its own. Assuming the creators of the knowledge base take full advantage of the extended definitional capabilityfor concepts, the classifier should be able, in many cases, to find a sufficiency set which fits the new description. Even if a perfect fit cannot be found, the classifier can look for the best matching set.
In the case of primitive concepts, the gain is even greater.
Whereas the interactive classifier previously had to check every primitive concept with the user, it can now autonomously decide about subsumption in many of the cases. The user will be called upon only in cases where the new description could be a new exception. If the user sanctions the exception, it will be reflected as a change to the contingent features of the definition of the existing subsuming concept.
V. PROVIDING A MODEL OF THE USER
If an interactive classifier is to live up to its promise as a tool for building and maintaining largeand complex knowledge bases, it must be good at interacting with its users. We are currently working on the incorporation of a more sophisticated model of the user to support this interaction. Such a model can be used to select attributes to ask about next and also to provide the user with appropriate help and guidance in answering questions. This is related to work in the context of interfaces to expert systems (see most promising and asking for whatever information they needed at that point. This randomness annoyed and confused users. Aikins suggested an organization for reasoning that would result in related questions being asked together. Brooks [8] considered the amount of information systems may end up requesting from their users and found that a large number (30 or more) of requests is generally considered unacceptable. He suggested ways of cutting down on the amount of information requested, by enriching systems' models of their domains. These same sorts of considerations can be employed in the context of interactive classification.
For an interactive classifier, the system's goal should be to classify a new concept while burdening the user as little as possible. There may be several outcomes to the system asking a question of the user:
The user may be unable or unwilling to answer the question. The user may need to invoke a subdialogue with the system in orderto get additional information toenable him to answer the question. This additional information may be provided in the form of definitions of terms, question paraphrases, or other kinds of help. The user may provide an uncertain answer. In general, we might assume that any answer can be qualified or hedged by associating a degree of belief with it.
Thuswecandefinetheeffectivenessofaqueryasafunction of the amount of information returned in the answer and the amount of "user interaction" required. A sensible heuristicforchoosingthenextattributetoaskaboutistochoose the most effective query.
Our estimate of the amount of interaction required to get an answer from the user and of the certainty of the answer we will obtain will have to depend on our model of the user. We have developed some general domain-independent tools for building user models [IO] that we will use for this purpose.
VI. SUMMARY
This paper presented the design and implementation of an interactive, incremental classifier which is used to add nodes to a hierarchical frame-oriented knowledge base. A knowledge representation language was defined, complex enough to resemble in certain aspects representations of current knowledge-based systems, yet simple enough to allow focusing on interactive classification (for more detail and the Prolog implementation of KuBIC, see [29] ). The problem of classification was described as determining most specific and most general subsumption relationships between the new node and nodes already in the knowledge base. Two components to the classification strategy were presented. Classification using exclusion uses a special "consistency" relation and asks questions to exclude whole portions of the KB at a time. Classification using attributes uses a heuristic based on what attributes the user says the new node has in order to take shortcuts in the search. Both of these serve to establish the most specific subsumer; the most general subsumees are then relatively simple to find.
We have built several additional experimental interactive classifiers in representation languages of differing points of view. In one, CH-PRL, we looked at some of the issues involvedinalanguagewithasystemofdefaultsandinwhich exceptions are allowed. In another, KLASSIC, we examined the problems of interactive classification in a language in which the abstraction hierarchy forms a lattice rather than a tree and includes definitions of primitive concepts. Current work is focused on extending the concept of an interactive classifier to a more powerful representation language that includes explicit mechanisms for specifying definitions and incorporating a more sophisticated user model.
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